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Let xk be realP
random variables, for k ∈ N.
Dene Ti,,j = jk=i xk , the sum of xk , for k ∈ {i, ..., j}.
1
Dene Mi,j = (j−i+1)
Ti,j , the mean of xk , for k ∈ {i, ..., j}.
For any k ∈ {2, ..., j}, it is clear that xk = kM1,k − (k − 1) M1,k−1 , so that
(xk − M1,k−1 ) = k (M1,k − M1,k−1 ), yielding the updating formula for means
M1,k = M1,k−1 +

1
(xk − M1,k−1 )
k

by switching kM1,k−1 from the right-hand side to the left-hand side of the
original equation and dividing by k. We start with M1,1 = x1 and use the
updating formulaP
from there on.
Dene Si,j = jk=i (xk − Mi,j )2 , the sum of squares of xk , for k ∈ {i, ..., j}.
Let us nd the updating formula for deviations (xk − Mi,j ).
For k = j , adding jxj on both sides of xj = jM1,j − (j − 1) M1,j−1 and
switching xj and jM1,j , we have thatjxj −
 jM1,j = (j − 1) xj − (j − 1) M1,j−1 ,
so that (xj − M1,j ) = (xj − M1,j−1 ) j−1
.
j
For k < j , in order to compute (xk − M1,j ), we have to use the updating
formula for means at j to nd :
M1,j = M1,j−1 +

1
(xj − M1,j−1 )
j

This yields
(xk − M1,j ) = (xk − M1,j−1 ) −

1
(xj − M1,j−1 )
j

a formula in which we already have computed M1,j−1 and (xk − M1,j−1 ),
and in which 1j (xj − M1,j−1 ) has the same value across all k < j . Note that
nowhere in this updating formula for deviations do we need the last updated
mean.
If we only had to compute the variance, we could simplify the resulting
summation formula as in [3]. Since we want to compute the semi-variance, we
1

cannot, but we can update the deviations that we have already computed and
add the last one to the list. All that remains to be done is to select the resulting
deviations which are negative and divide the total of their squares by j , the
number of observations in the sample so far, in order to obtain the last updated
semi-variance. From one update to the next, we keep the last j , the last updated
mean M1,j and the last updated list of deviations {xk − M1,j }jk=1 .
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